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ABSTRACT
The brain's Default Mode Network (DMN) raised a lot of interest in
neuroscience the past decade. The DMN, is active even when a human is
resting and his mind is not task oriented [1]. It is mentioned in the
literature [2, 3], that disruptions within the DMN often occur in the profile
of patients carrying some disorder, such as Parkinson's disease (PD),
Alzheimer's disease (AD) and epilepsy.

In this thesis we aim to build a classification model that predicts whether
a new subject is an Alzheimer's patient or not. This model is created based
on the DMN profile of 250 subjects. To this purpose, we employ the δmachine classification approach of Yuan, Heiser and De Rooij [4], which
uses the distances between DMN profiles as the predictor matrix in a lasso
logistic regression model. It is essential to define a distance measure that
best fits the DMN univariate time series data, that is, a measure which can
strongly represent the distances, irrespective of the possibility of data
distortion in time. Keeping that in mind, five distance measures were
investigated, which are designed for time series and are implemented in
the up-to-date R packages TSdist and TSclust.

The final goal is twofold: on the one hand building a classification model
by using the δ-machine approach, based on the profile of the activity in
the DMN of 250 subjects, and on the other hand uncovering which
distance measure is the most suitable when involved in the δ-machine
approach.
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Introduction
1.1 Advancing research on explaining human brain

The adult human brain weights on average about 1.2-1.3 kg, about 2% of
the total body weight1 and its volume is of around 1260 cm3 in men and
1130 cm3 in women. It consumes up to 20% of the energy used by the
human body, more than any other organ [5]. Many functions, from blood
flow to language and emotion are linked to this vital organ.
Research to understanding the human brain is ongoing, and it has
considerably expanded in neuroscience during the past decades.
"Neuroimaging" or else called "brain imaging" is relatively new in
medicine, neuroscience and psychology [6].
Positron emission tomography (PET) and functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (fMRI) are two well-known and most frequently used techniques
of neuroimaging. PET began to receive serious attention by the early
1980s, as a potential functional neuroimaging device in human subjects
[7]. fMRI was introduced in the early nineties [8] and has been applied
ever since.
The main goal of fMRI was to expand MRI in order to catch the functional
changes in the brain which are caused by neural activity. Differences in
magnetic properties between arterial (oxygen-rich) and venous (oxygenpoor) blood provided this link [9]. A common method so as to observe
which different brain areas are found to be active, is based on blood
oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) imaging used in fMRI, discovered by
Seiji Ogawa.
BOLD-signal imaging is based on the fact that blood oxygenation and
neural activity are coupled. To be more specific, haemoglobin is
responsible for delivering oxygen to neurons in capillary blood cells. When
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https://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/ffacts.html
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neurons get more active, the demand for oxygen increases and the local
response (haemodynamical response) is an increase in blood flow to
regions of increased neural activity. Haemoglobin is diamagnetic2 when
oxygenated and paramagnetic when deoxygenated. This difference in the
magnetic properties, depending on the degree of oxygenation, relates
directly to the MR signal of blood. Since blood oxygenation varies
according to the levels of neural activity, these differences can be used to
detect brain activity [10, 11].
Many fMRI studies are done while the person is performing a mental task,
whereas others look at the brain when the person is lying in the scanner,
not performing any task and resting. The latter case of fMRI is known as
resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI). The term "rest" refers to a constant condition
without imposed stimuli or other behaviourally salient events. The
objective of resting state experiments is to capture the statistical
properties of endogenously generated (synonyms: spontaneous; intrinsic)
neural activity [12].
During the time that someone is lying in the scanner, different areas of his
brain exhibit an activity which is detected using BOLD in fMRI and
delivered as a wavy MRI signal. It is often the case that the highs and lows
of the waveform signal in different brain areas occur simultaneously. In
that case the signals in the brain areas are in synchrony and the
corresponding areas are said to be functionally connected.
Over the last decade, there is a growing interest in functional connectivity
as a way of finding networks in the brain that are related to particular
activities, including just resting [12, 13]. One of the most distinguished
networks to be discussed in this thesis is the default mode network [14].
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1.2 Introducing the Default Mode Network

DMN is commonly described as connections of voxels3. Each voxel in
human brain represents a million or so brain cells in a tidy cube of brain
tissue. These tidy cubes are 3-dimensional, analogous to the 2-D pixels of
computer screen. Voxels appear strongly connected with each other
within the network. The strong bonds of voxels within the default mode
network create a stable structure, when compared to the structure of
other networks [15].
There may be more than one default mode network, meaning that the
name DMN might be a collection of smaller networks, each dedicated to
something a bit different than the other. Nevertheless, certain brain areas
are now commonly understood to be part of the DMN [16].
The commonly used term "DMN connectivity" has several meanings. One
meaning describes the fact that the activity which is present in two
interacting brain areas of the DMN might be in synchrony (reach highs and
lows simultaneously). Another substantially used meaning of the term
refers to the connectivity of voxels. Voxels are pictured to be connected
within a network, and thus connected within the broader brain area to
which the network belongs. Since the default mode network consists of
other smaller networks and DMN exists in several brain areas, the term
DMN connectivity can express also the link between voxels of one area
and voxels of another area.
In this thesis we chose to investigate one concept, which we name and will
refer to as "DMN activity". At every time point t = (1,..., T), BOLD signal is
measured for every voxel in a subject. Every voxel has a probability of
belonging to the default mode network. We consider the probability
weighted average of the BOLD signal over voxels at time point t to be the
3

The 3-dimensionsal image that fMRI provides is built up in units called voxels. Each one
represents a tidy cube of brain tissue—a 3-D image building block analogous to the 2-D
pixel of computers screens, televisions or digital cameras.
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/whats-a-voxel-and-what-can-it-tellus-a-primer-on-fmri/
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"DMN activity" of a subject at that time point. This weighted average is
obtained for every time point and for every subject. Ultimately, from the
data set we obtain N series of the "DMN activity", one for each subject.
Much of the scientific work provided evidence that disruptions in the
default mode network have been linked to a wide number of different
diseases, including Alzheimer's disease (AD), autism and more [17,18].

1.3 Earlier brain studies when diagnosing AD.

Researchers have tried to provide conclusions, as useful information to
help early detect Alzheimer's disease. One commonly used approach in
research is to consider the brain function in the profiles of AD patients and
of healthy controls and then try to elaborate on these profiles' differences.

1.3.1 Early detect AD - Brain studies when using MRI
As earlier mentioned in section 1.1, MRI has been widely used for the
purpose of studying brain function. Recent studies [19, 20] of Leiden
University show encouraging results for early detecting AD when MRI data
is used. In [19], the researchers used different methods when studying
diffusion MRI data. They isolated brain information in different features.
By using tract based spatial statistics (TBSS) they skeletonised voxel based
diffusion measures and derived weighted sub-measures of those with use
of independent component analysis (ICA). Furthermore, they used
probabilistic tractography to define the structural connectivity between
Harvard Oxford atlas regions and based on this, they subsequently defined
structural connectivity graphs. The researchers used each derived feature
vector in a logistic elastic net model with nested cross validation. In order
to evaluate the effect of the combination of multiple sets of features, they
used the Sparse group Lasso. Their approach resulted in high AUC values
for almost all measures, going from a minimum of 0.888 to a maximum of
0.920. When measures were used in combination AUC reached 0.896.
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These findings suggest that the researchers' methods can be used as a
starting point for early diagnosis of AD patients. The measure with the
best classification performance was fractional anisotropy, clustered into
ICA components.
In another brain study [20], the researchers chose to investigate functional
connectivity (FC) in rs-fMRI data, inspecting the correlations of each voxel
towards DMN over time. They investigated FC voxel-wise, by calculating
for each voxel a) the FC with 10 resting state networks (including the
Default Mode Network), as obtained by using dual regression, b) the FC
with hippocampus, eigenvector centrality and c) the amplitude of low
frequency fluctuations (ALFF). Additionally, they derived FC matrices
between resting state components, which were defined with ICA, and
continued by exploring the matrices' graph properties and by deriving FC
dynamics with use of a sliding window approach. They analyzed five FC
states and oversaw how much time these states lasted for each subject.
The researchers input each FC measure individually as a predictor in a
logistic elastic net regression model and used all combined measures in
group lasso logistic regression. High values of AUC for FC matrices (0.82),
FC dynamics (0.84) and for ALFF (0.82), as well as an overall high value of
AUC (0.85) for the combination of all resting state measures, encourages
the use of their method to improve classifying AD patients.

1.3.2 Other studies addressing the Default Mode Network
In brain-related research, studies which target explicitly the Default Mode
Network showed that changes in the function within this network are
connected with Alzheimer's disease, as well as with other disorders [1722].
An example of this is given in [21], in which the researchers studied the
subject-specific DMN maps in groups of patients with mild AD and of
healthy controls under both rest and task. As they explain, to employ
comparisons they obtained a measure called "DMN co-activation" in
different brain areas (e.g. precuneus and posterior cingulate) which
8

reflects how well a given voxel displays the overall DMN temporal pattern.
Their findings showed no group differences during the task. However,
under rest, in contrast to the AD group, higher DMN connectivity of
multiple regions was noticed in the healthy group.
A similar approach of analyzing the differences in the DMN function
between groups was used in [22]. In the second part of their work the
researchers focused on the DMN connectivity. They explored the DMN
differences between subjects with mild Alzheimer's Disease (AD), subjects
with Amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI) and healthy controls. To
evaluate the DMN connectivity the researchers placed a seed4 on the
posterior cingulate cortex (PCC). As they explain, they extracted for each
subject, the average time course of voxels within this seed to generate a
reference time-series. By obtaining statistical maps (z scores), they defined
a reference template which they used to extract average connectivity
values. The results of their statistical analysis showed a decreased
connectivity in the frontal, parietal and PCC regions of the mild AD
patients, compared to the healthy controls. The researchers found a
relation of memory scores to connectivity and stated that DMN
connectivity problems in AD associate with decreased functional activity in
the medial parietal ("PCC") regions.

4

Cluster of voxels Regional analysis https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resting_state_fMRI
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1.4 Thesis approach

As highlighted in the previous section, much of the scientific work due
today analyzes brain networks, (e.g. the default mode network) and its
association with neuropsychiatric disorders (e.g. AD, PD, mood disorders).
By inspecting the DMN profiles of AD patients and of healthy controls,
scientists showed faith in using these profiles' differences to understand
the essence in the DMN function.
Acknowledging the developing interest of scientists in the DMN of healthy
people and of Alzheimer's patients, and keeping in mind the fluctuations
in the DMN activity we will attempt to look at the default mode network
as a whole, considering what we earlier defined in section 1.2 as DMN
activity within the network.
In order to do that, we use a small part of the data which were used in
[20]. While in [20] the researchers studied the association of each voxel
with DMN over time, our study's focus is on the time series of the
activation of the DMN. The first and main question which we aim to
answer is:

"Is it possible by solely inspecting the activation pattern of the Default
Mode Network, to predict if someone has AD or is healthy?"

In order to answer this question, we are going to use a classification tool,
the δ-machine approach [4].
When classifying time series data, there are several approaches. In [23] a
Nearest Neighbour classifier was used. The classifier showed a state-ofthe-art performance when using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW).
The various existent techniques in time series data classification can be
divided in three categories i) Distance-based classification, ii) Feature
based classification and iii) Model-based classification [24, 25].

10

In distance-based classification, researchers compute the distances
between the data and based on those they use k nearest neighbours
(kNN), to classify data.
The δ-machine which we use in this thesis to classify the DMN time series
relates to the first category of the classification techniques, the distance
based classification.
The δ-machine is a classification tool which uses the (dis)similarity space
as the basis for classification. To be more precise, we are using N time
series of the DMN activity. Then, we define the distance for every pair of
the series by using five different distance measures. The series' distances
are stored in a distance matrix. We use this distance matrix as a predictor
matrix in lasso logistic regression [26].
The data set which we use includes only the fMRI information from the
data which were used in [20] (neither the DTI nor the structural fMRI). The
DMN activity of the same 250 subjects was measured at 150 time points.5
We study the time series of the DMN activation, as extracted from fMRI.
Instead of the whole brain as earlier studied in [19],[20] , we investigate
these time series data, targeting the DMN.
The DMN data is a univariate time series data set. Hence, the δ-machine
classification approach is applied to define a distance matrix which
includes the (dis)similarity for every pair of subjects expressed by the
distance between their time series. The formulation of a distance matrix
requires a reasonable choice of a distance measure, which leads to the
second research question:

"What kind of distance measure would be best suitable to use when
applying the δ-machine approach to univariate DMN time series? "

5

DMN activity is defined as a weighted average over voxels values see section 1.2 p.6
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This question required an investigation on the availability of distance
measures which are compatible with the underlying nature of time series
data. Before introducing the eventually selected distance measures in the
next Chapter, a brief section on time series follows.

1.5 Time Series
Time Series are sets of T real valued ordered elements, measured multiple
times (1,...,150), as a sequence of instances. In the appearance of such
tasks, a suitable measure to represent the distance between time series is
often a prerequisite. Regarding a time series Q and a reference time series
R, the relevance of the considered distance measure (which accounts for
the distance between the series), changes from case to case. To illustrate
this, a visual example follows:
Y

Y

t

Alignment in t
Y

t

Alignment in Y
Y

Alignment in both Y and t

t

Alignment in t, Y & Scaling

t

Figure 1 : Visual example of a pair of time series.

If we were to move in those plots series Q:
i) To the right hand side across the time axis in the top left plot
ii) Upwards across the Y axis in the top right plot
iii) To the right hand side across the time axis and then upwards across the
Y axis in the bottom left plot,
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then series R and Q would get aligned showing no difference between
them. We would obtain a similar alignment of R and Q in the bottom right
plot of Figure 1, if we were to scale Q, by reducing the time range
(narrower wave) and moving it in the direction of R (to the right hand side
and upwards).
As can be seen, there are cases where by using a relevant transformation
series Q and R get aligned. Possible transformations can include alignment
in the time domain, in the outcome variable domain, alignment in both
domains and scaling.
When such transformations are needed depends on the objective of the
research. What is important when examining the rs-fMRI data, is to detect
similarity or dissimilarity between the profiles of the subjects' DMN
activity. The main interest is in the pattern which is present in each
individual's activity and how much this pattern deviates from the pattern
in the DMN activity of other individuals. When considering resting state
fMRI, subjects are not performing any task. Therefore, alignment in either
the time or the outcome variable domain or in both, as well as other
transformations to align the series might be beneficial. Alignment could
help detect similar pattern in the activity of a pair of subjects, which at
first sight might wrongfully be considered to differ. For this reason, we
choose to investigate also distance measures that allow alignment when
applying the δ-machine approach. Furthermore, whether there is a
different pattern in the profile of an AD patient than there is in the profile
of a healthy subject, is an implication that matters.
Some of the most up-to-date distance measures, designed for time series,
are implemented in the R packages TSdist [27] and TSclust [28]. Among
them, shape-based distances compare the overall shape of the time series
by measuring the closeness of the raw-values of the time series. Within
this category there are the Lock-step measures (Dissim distance, Short
Time Series Distance, Cross Correlation based distance and Pearson
correlated based distance) which compare the ith point of one time series
with the ith point of another time series. In the same category there are
13

elastic measures (Dynamic Time Warping and LB Keogh) which are more
flexible and allow one-to-many points, as well as one-to-none point
matchings [29].

In the next Chapter, follows an explanation of the selected distance
measures, which we chose to include in the δ machine. Then we continue
in Chapters 3 with explaining how we applied the δ machine approach to
the real DMN data and to a simulated data set, using each distance
measure. Finally, in the last two Chapters we show the results of the δ
machine's classification performance and we discuss what other
alternatives exist to further investigate to achieve better results.

14

Building the Classifying Model
2.1 Notation and Terminology

In this section, I will define the terminology and the notation which we use
in this thesis.
The DMN data used in this thesis, consist of univariate time series of equal
length (T=150). The BOLD signal of person i, represented as xi , is
measured at 150 time points forming the series of his measurements. We
use the following notation:
- xi: xi=(xi1,...,xiT) is the bold signal for person i at time points t=1,...,T.
- xj : xj=(xj1,...,xjT) is the bold signal for person j at time points t=1,...,T.
- i,j : pair of persons i,j= 1,...,N subjects.
- t : denotes the time points t=1,...,T (T=150).
- Q: involves measurements xit and is a query series.
- R: involves measurements xjt is a reference series.
- T : the length of the series.
- : the length when choosing a value other than 150.
- d(Q,R)=d(xi, xj) : is the distance measure between two BOLD signals, Q
and R corresponding to persons i and j.
- D(NxN) : {d(xi,xj)} is the distance matrix obtained by calculating a distance
for every pair of series d(xi,xj) using a distance measure. D is used as a
predictor matrix in the δ machine approach (Chapter 3).
- Δ(TxT) : is the distance matrix which is calculated in the first step of the
warping process when calculating dDTW(Q,R) and which involves the
Euclidean distance between the elements of Q and the elements of R.
-Φ(TxT) : Is filled using a warping function φ in the second step of the
warping process when aligning series Q and R.
- W : is the warping path .
- dEUCLID(Q, R)=dEUCLID(xi, xj) : is the Euclidean distance between Q and R.
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- dDTW(Q,R)=dDTW(xi, xj) : is the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance
between Q and R.
- dLBKeogh(Q, R)=dLBKeogh(xi, xj) : is a lower bounded DTW distance between Q
and R.
- dCORT(Q, R)=dCORT(xi, xj) : is the distance between Q and R when using the
CORT function.
- dCCOR(Q, R)=dCCOR(xi, xj) : is the cross correlation distance between Q and
R.

For explanation of the different distance function, we are going to use the
following series Q and R, shown in Figure 2:
Q= (−0.03, 0.41, −0.60, −2.21, 0.04, 0.03, −0.35, 0.91, 1.72)
and
R= (1.83, 2.75, 1.20, - 1.15, - 1.70, -0.10, - 0.32, -1.46, -1.12).

Y

R

Q

t
Figure 2 : Query (Q) and reference (R) time series.
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2.2 The selected distance measures
In this thesis we use five distance measures in the δ machine approach in
order to classify subjects as being Alzheimer's patient or healthy. In the
following I will briefly explain the distances and their utility.

2.2.1 The Euclidean distance:
The Euclidean distance belongs to the family of the Lp distances and
computes the distance of two time series as given by the following
formula

dEUCLID(Q,R)=dEUCLID(xi,xj)=√∑𝑇𝑡=1 (𝑥𝑖𝑡 − 𝑥𝑗𝑡 )2 .

(1)

The Euclidean distance compares the tth point of one time series Q
(xi1,...,xi9) to the tth point of another time series R (xj1,...,xj9). The result of
the Euclidean distance between Q and R would be

𝑑𝐸𝑈𝐶𝐿𝐼𝐷 (𝐐, 𝐑) = √(−0.03 − 1.83)2 + (0.41 − 2.75)2 + … + (1.72 − (−1.12))2
= 5.47.

There are often cases when the Euclidean distance does not give a
representative result of the distance between two series Q and R, because
the dEUCLID(Q,R) measure does not align series. Therefore, our aim in this
thesis is to include in the δ machine approach, not only the dEUCLID distance
measure, but also other non-linear distance measures which could allow
for alignments to take place and which could handle the time series
transformations and distortions in time. Below I will explain two non linear
distance measures, namely dDTW and dLBKeogh.

17

2.2.2 The Dynamic Time Warping measure:
Given two series Q and R, dynamic time warping (DTW) optimally aligns
each element of Q to one or more elements of R. When using DTW,
alignment is possible in the time domain (t axis), in the outcome variable
domain (Y axis), or in both (cases shown in section 1.5).
As Kruskal explains in [30], the major application of time warping found its
use in many different areas, namely speech processing, macromolecular
biology and computer science. Research favoured time warping when the
comparison of sequences of different length was evaluated. The
assumptions of the algorithm behind it, its complex derivation and its
application in these different areas are explicitly given in Kruskal' s
overview.
In contrast to the Euclidean distance, the Dynamic Time Warping distance
enables the match of the time series even if they are out of the same
phase in the time axis [31]. DTW accounts for both the spatial and the
temporal information of the data points, while it can also handle time
series of different lengths. There is a large bibliography [25, 27, 28, 31, 32]
explaining the different choices that a researcher can make when using
the DTW distance measure.
In order to explain the alignment process which is used to calculate the
DTW distance let us use the earlier example of series Q and R (see section
2.1).
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The first step in the alignment process of Q and R is the calculation of
matrix Δ(9x9) , which involves the Euclidean distance between the elements
of Q and the elements of R.

Figure 3 : The distance matrix Δ(9x9) involving the local Euclidean distances between each
element of Q and each element of R.

Each cell (i,j) in matrix Δ contains the local distance between an element of Q and
an element of R, √(𝑥𝑖𝑡 − 𝑥𝑗𝑡′ )2 . In Figure 3, the indices of Q lie along the

horizontal axis while the indices of R lie along the vertical axis.

DTW tries to find an optimal match between Q and R by remapping the elements
of Q, to match those of R. During the search of an optimal match a warping
function is used to get from matrix Δ to matrix Φ(9x9) as shown in Figure 4.

Matrix Φ is filled using the following steps :


Start with the first cell Φ(1,1) = Δ(1,1).



Calculate the first row Φ(i, 1) = Φ(i - 1, 1) + Δ(i, 1).



Calculate the first column Φ(1, j) = Φ(1, j-1) + Δ(1, j-1).



Calculate the rest of the elements using the warping function:

Φ(i, j) = min{Φ(i, j-1) + Δ(i, j), Φ(i-1, j) + Δ(i, j), Φ(i-1, j-1) + 2Δ(i, j)}.

(2)
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Therefore in our example when aligning Q and R the steps followed are:



Φ(1,1) = Δ(1,1) = √((−0.03) − 1.23)2 = 1.86.



Φ(2,1) = Φ(1,1) + Δ(2,1) = 1.42 + 1.86 = 3.28.



Φ(1,2)= Φ(1,1) + Δ(1,1) = 1.86 + 2.78 = 4.64.



Φ(2,2)= min{Φ(2, 1) + Δ(2, 2), Φ(1, 2) + Δ(2, 2), Φ(1, 1) + 2Δ(2, 2) =
min{3.28 + 2.34, 4.64 + 2.34, 1.86 + 2x2.34} = min {5.62, 6.98, 6.54}
=5.62.

Figure 4 : The warping matrix Φ(9x9) .

The next step after the computation of the warping matrix Φ is the
definition of an optimum warping path to complete the alignment of Q
and R. Given the distance calculated at each cell of Φ, optimum is
considered the path which minimizes the accumulated distance between
Q and R and therefore which optimally aligns the two series. In search of
the optimum path, the alignment process starts by considering candidate
warping paths, moving from element Φ(1,1) towards element Φ(9,9) in
the top right corner. Multiple path formulations are possible. Moving from
Φ(i, j) to Φ(i', j') can be considered as one step or as a small path W itself
(=W1,...,W,...,WT and 9 ≤ T ≤ 17). The th element of the warping path is
defined as W=(i, j) . The transition step moves during the alignment are:

20



A horizontal move

which indicates that the position of the i

element in R remains, while in Q the next positioned i+1 element
will be compared to the i element. In Figure 6, an horizontal move
takes place from Φ(5,6) to Φ(6,6) showing that element 6 in R will
be compared to elements 5 and 6 in Q.



A vertical move

which indicates that in the reference R the i+1

next positioned element will be compared to the i element
(keeping same position) in Q. In Figure 6, the vertical move takes
place from Φ(1,1) to Φ(1,2). Element 1 in Q retains its position and
is compared to element 2 in R.



A diagonal move

which indicates a match of the element i in

the reference R with the i element in the query Q. In Figure 6, a
diagonal move takes place from Φ(1,2) to Φ(2,3). Elements 1 and 2
in Q are matched to elements 2 and 3 in R respectively.

The moves of these transition steps during the alignment process are
restricted to satisfy certain conditions, as presented in [33]. These are
the boundary condition, the warping window condition, the
monotonicity condition and the continuity condition and are shown in
Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5. (Top left to right) The boundary condition, the warping window condition, the
monotonicity condition and the continuity condition. In the alignment path graph the
query series Q with elements is in the vertical axis is compared with reference series R
with elements js.

In the top left frame of Figure 5, we show the boundary condition which
requires the warping path to start and finish in diagonally opposite corner
cells of the matrix (W1 = Φ(1,1) and WT = Φ(, )). In the top right frame of
Figure 5, we show the warping window condition which allows the
transition steps only to take place close to the diagonal. In the bottom left
frame of Figure 5, we show the monotonicity condition which forces the
points to be monotonically spaced in time. Finally, the continuity condition
is shown in the bottom right frame of Figure 5 and restricts the permitted
steps to adjacent cells. This ensures that in the warping path no elements
are skipped when the transition steps take place.
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The last step in order to find the optimum warping path W, is done by
backtracking the minimum accumulated distance between Q and R,
starting from element Φ(9,9) and moving towards element Φ(1,1).

Figure 6 : The steps taken in the warping matrix Φ(9x9) .

This is done by using formula

dφ(Q,R) = ∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑑(𝜑𝑡 (𝐐)𝜑𝑡 (𝐑))

𝑚 𝜑𝑡
𝑀𝜑

,

(3)

where 𝑚 𝜑𝑡 is a per-step weighting coefficient and Mφ is the
corresponding normalization constant. This normalization constant
ensures that the accumulated distortions are comparable along different
paths [34]. To ensure reasonable warps, constraints are usually imposed
on φ as explained and shown earlier (Figure 5).
Let us consider moving from element Φ(9,9) towards the element Φ(1,1).
As earlier explained we are now backtracking the minimum accumulated
distance. We can move horizontally from Φ(9,9) to Φ(8,9), vertically from
Φ(9,9) to Φ(9,8) or diagonally from Φ(9,9) to Φ(8,8). If we move diagonally
towards Φ(8,8), the considered distance 𝑑(𝜑𝑡 (𝐐)𝜑𝑡 (𝐑)) is 12.29.
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Still, we need to keep in mind that each transition step in matrix Φ gets a
different weight. Depending on the move, the distance 𝑑(𝜑𝑡 (𝐐)𝜑𝑡 (𝐑)) is

multiplied with the weighting coefficient 𝑚 𝜑𝑡 . In case of either a
horizontal or a vertical move, is multiplied with 1 and in case of a diagonal
move is multiplied with 2. Therefore, if we think which is the minimum
number that we can add to the earlier distance, in order to decide on the
choice of the transition move, we would need to think of the min(1 x
12.72, 2 x 12.29, 1 x 15.26)=min(12.72, 24.58, 15.26)= 12.72.
The minimum of these three numbers is 12.72 and therefore the first step
move of the optimum warping path, when backtracking the minimum
distance is horizontal from Φ(9,9) to Φ(8,9) (𝑑(𝜑𝑡 (𝐐)𝜑𝑡 (𝐑)) = 12.72).

The warping functions φt(Q)=φt(xit) and φt(R)=φt(xjt') allow the transition

steps which result in remapping the time indices of Q and R respectively.
Given φ, the average accumulated distortion between the warped time
series Q and R is given by formula 3. The goal of DTW is to find the optimal
path which brings the series as close as possible to each other.
The optimal warping path when aligning Q and R is given by:

Wt = argWmin(𝑑𝐷𝑇𝑊 (Q,R)).

(4)

In our earlier example, the final non normalized distance between Q and R
is dDTW(Q,R)=15.56.

Dynamic Time Warping is a popular approach for evaluating distance of
time series. Still, in case of data sets which include many time series, it is
computationally intensive to find the optimal path for every pair of series.
Due to this cost, simple functions lower bounding the DTW distance were
designed to accelerate searches of the optimal path, by quickly pruning
sequences that could not possibly be best matches. The tighter the
bounds, the more they prune and the better the performance [32]. One of
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these lower bounding DTW functions is the LBKeogh, which is used as a
second elastic distance measure in this thesis.

2.2.3 The Lower Bound Keogh for DTW:
Lower bounding DTW aims to improve the speed of the process. Keogh
and Ratanamahatana introduced in 2005 one of the lower bounds of DTW,
namely the LBKeogh to speed up Dynamic Time Warping.
The alignment process followed in LBKeogh is similar to the one followed
in DTW. The only difference is that a constraint is imposed on the possible
step moves of the warping path. These moves are restricted to take place
close to the diagonal within a specific range. This is referred to as a
window condition (see Section 2.2.2 top right frame of Figure 5) in DTW
and is presented for series Q and R of our earlier example, in Figure 7.

Figure 7 : The steps taken in the warping matrix Φ(9x9) are constrained to a warping
window.

Such a constraint reduces the set of position elements in one series that
can be matched with a specific position element of another series.

Constrained DTW (cDTW) is:
di,j (Q,R) = ∞ if |i−j| > .

(5)
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The constraint is defined for the elements of the warping path W =(i,j) ,
such that j −  ≤ i ≤ j +  (where  is the allowed range of warping, i the
elements of Q and j the elements of R).
A bounding envelope is created for series Q (see left frame of Figure 8),
capturing the temporal range where each element of Q can be shifted, in
order to be aligned to an element of R [30].
Using a Sakoe-Chiba band (see left frame of Figure 9), an upper bound 𝑈𝑖
and a lower bound 𝐿𝑖 are defined for series Q as follows :
𝐔𝑖 = max(𝑞𝑖 − 𝑙 , 𝑞𝑖 + 𝑙 ) ,
𝐋𝑖 = min(𝑞𝑖−𝑙 , 𝑞𝑖 + 𝑙 ) .

For our earlier example of Q the upper and lower bounds of the envelope
around Q are :

Ui = (0.41, 0.41, 0.41, 0.04, 0.04, 0.04, 0.91, 1.72, 1.72)
𝐋𝑖 = (-0.03, -0.60, -2.21, -2.21, -2.21, -0.35, -0.35, -0.35, 0.91) .
Based on these bounds of the query series Q, the LBKeogh is equal to the
Euclidean distance between the point in R that falls outside the bounding
envelope of Q, and the nearest orthogonal edge point of the envelope. We
present LBKeogh with the area of grey lines in the right frame of Figure 8.

Mathematically LBKeogh is given by:

√(𝐑 𝑗 − 𝐔𝑖 )2 , 𝐑𝑗 > 𝐔𝑖
LBKeogh(Q,R) = { √( 𝐑𝑗 − 𝐋𝑖 )2 , 𝐑𝑗 < 𝐋𝑖 .
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(6)
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Figure 8. (Left to right) The bounding envelope of query Q, using a Sakoe-Chiba band. The
calculated lower bounding function LBKeogh, shown as the area with the grey lines.

Figure 9. (Left to right) Sakoe-Chiba band in cost matrix. Itakura Parallelogram in cost
matrix

The subset of the matrix that the warping path is allowed to visit is called
the warping window and is the grey area in left frame of Figure 9. Its range

 in the cDTW (formula 5), or else referred to as window width, computes
the matching cost of Q and every subsequence of R that has the same
length [31]. With respect to the transition steps' constraint and the shape
of the constrained area, two most common global constraints in the
literature are the Sakoe-Chiba band (left frame of Figure 9) and the Itakura
parallelogram (right frame of Figure 9). The most important reason for
using global constraints is to prevent pathological warpings, where a
relatively small section of one sequence maps onto a relatively large
section of another [31].
The final distance dLBKeogh(Q,R) for our running example is given by:
√(𝑅1 − 𝑈1 )2 + (𝑅2 − 𝑈2 )2 + (𝑅3 − 𝑈3 )2 + (𝑅8 − 𝐿8 )2 + (𝑅9 − 𝐿9 )2

=√(1.83 − 0.41)2 + 2.75 − 0.41)2 + … + (−1.12 + 0.91)2
=√(2.0164 + 5.4756 + … + 4.1209

=3.67 .
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2.2.4 The Cross-Correlation based distance:
Correlation is often used to measure how similar signals are. In the δ
machine approach we are using the distance measure dCCOR, which
involves the ccor distance function [27]. There might be cases when one
series may have a delayed response to the other series, or a delayed
response to a common stimulus that affects both series.
In such cases, using the dEUCLID distance measure would lead to
disregarding the time delay between the two time series when calculating
their difference.
On the contrary, the dCCOR distance measure uses cross correlation to
measure the distance of two series by considering their time delay, else
called as lag τ.

The Cross correlation is defined as
+∞

Ρij(τ) = ∫−∞ 𝐱 i (𝑡)𝐱 j (𝑡 + 𝜏),

(7)

which can be normalised as:
pij(τ) =

∑𝑇−1
𝐱i (𝑡) 𝐱j (𝑡+𝜏)
𝑡

𝑇−1
2
2
√∑𝑇−1
𝑡=0 𝐱i [𝑡] ∑𝑡=0 𝐱j [𝑡+𝜏]

.

(8)

The distance using the dCCOR distance measure is then given by
(1−𝑝2 (0))

dij = √∑𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑝2 (𝜏) ,
𝜏

(9)

𝑖𝑗

where τ and max stand for lag and maximum lag, respectively.
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The dCCOR between Q and R for our running example and maximum lag 3 is
dCCOR(Q,R)
=3.09277 .

=√

2 (0)2
(1−𝑝𝑖,𝑗
)
2
2
2 (2)
𝑝𝑖,𝑗 (0)+𝑝𝑖,𝑗 (1)+ 𝑝𝑖,𝑗

=

1−(−0.023435)2

√(−0.041853)2 +0.07362662+0.31472122

2.2.5 The CORT distance:
Douzal Chouakria and Nagabhushan introduced a (dis)similarity measure
addressed to cover both conventional measures for the proximity on
observations and temporal correlation for the behaviour proximity
estimation [35]. The proximity between the dynamic behaviours of the
series is evaluated by means of the ﬁrst order temporal correlation
coeﬃcient deﬁned as

CORT(𝐐 𝑇 , 𝐑 𝑇 ) =

∑𝑇−1
1 (X𝑖+1 −X𝑖 )(X𝑗+1 −X𝑗 )

𝑇−1
2
2
√∑𝑇−1
1 (X𝑖+1 −X𝑖 ) √∑1 (𝑋𝑗+1 −𝑋𝑗 )

,

(10)

correlation of 1 step difference in Q and R.
CORT(𝐐 𝑇 , 𝐑 𝑇 ) belongs to the interval [−1, 1]. The CORT is equal to 1 when

both series show a similar behaviour (their growth at any instant of time is

similar in direction and rate), i.e.,
1, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
CORT(QT,RT) = { −1,
0, 𝑛𝑜 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑏𝑡𝑤 𝐐T , 𝐑 T .

The dissimilarity index modulates the proximity between the raw values of
two series 𝐐𝑇 and 𝐑 𝑇 using the coefficient CORT(𝐐𝑇 , 𝐑 𝑇 ). It is defined as
follows :

dCORT(Q,R) = φk [CORT(Q,R)] d(Q,R),

(11)
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where φk is an adaptive tuning function to automatically modulate a
temporal correlation.
This modulating function should increase (decrease) the weight of the
dissimilarity between observations as the temporal correlation decreases
from 0 to -1 (increases from 0 to +1). In addition, dCORT(QT,RT) should
approach the raw data discrepancy when the temporal correlation
approaches zero.
Instead of using, for instance a linear tuning function, Douzal Chouakria
and Nagabhushan proposed to use as a modulating function
2

where k ≥ 0.

φk(u) = 1+𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑘𝑢) ,

(12)

In formula 11, in place of d(QT,RT) the user can choose when programming
in R, either the Euclidean distance dEUCLID(QT,RT), or the DTW distance
dDTW(QT,RT), or the dFRECHET(QT,RT).

The dCORT between Q and R for our running example is
dCORT(Q,R)= φk [CORT(Q,R)] dEUCLID(Q,R) = 0.725334 × 5.479662=3.97459.
The dEUCLID, dDTW, dLBKeogh, dCCOR, dCORT distance are only five of the
measures which are implemented in the R packages TSdist and TSclust.
These measures were selected, due to the interest they raised in past
recent surveys [31, 36] and due to their facility of encountering different
aspects of time series when defining the distance between the series.
As mentioned earlier, I will use these five distance measures in the
computation of the distance matrix, which are subsequently used in the δmachine approach.
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2.3 Applying the δ-machine approach
In the previous chapter it was briefly explained how the δ-machine
approach employs the differences between subjects and thereafter using
them in a regression model.
In this section I will explain how the δ-machine approach was applied to
the DMN data, in order to classify new subjects as Alzheimer's patients or
Healthy.
Let D(X) be the matrix mentioned in δ-machine, which is composed of the
distance measure values d𝑖𝑗 for every pair of subjects (i,j). In our case

distances are defined for every pair of rows in the DMN univariate time
series data (N = 250 rows). A pair of subjects refers to a pair of time series.
Thereafter, the scalar 𝑑𝑖𝑗 expresses the distance between a series 𝐐 and a

series R. Each time series includes a sequence of values, 𝑥𝑖1 ,...., 𝑥𝑖150 that
represent the BOLD signal measurement at each of the 150 time points.

D(X) is a square dissimilarity matrix (N by N) including in each row the
distances 𝐝i = [𝑑𝑖1 ,..., 𝑑𝑖150 ]T of a subject (series) i towards all other
subjects.

The second step of the δ-machine approach is using D(X) as a predictor
matrix in a classification model. As a classification technique, we use lasso
logistic regression [26] in the δ-machine approach. Let Y denote the binary
outcome to indicate the cognitive condition of a subject (Y = 1, if s/he is an
AD patient, 0 otherwise). Then π = Pr(Y = 1) is the probability of being an
Alzheimer's patient for a specific subject. This probability will depend on
the distances dij of a current query Q (subject i) towards a current
reference R (subject j).
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This probability is given by the formula:

π(𝐝𝑖 ) = Pr(Y = 1| 𝐝𝑖 ) =

𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛼+ 𝒅𝑖 𝛵 𝛽)

1+ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛼+ 𝐝𝑖 𝛵 𝛽)

,

(13)

where β represents a vector of regression coefficients. We fit the lasso
logistic regression model by minimizing the penalized binomial deviance:

Deviance = -2 ∑𝑖 𝑦𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜋(𝐝𝑖 ) + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 ) log(1- 𝜋(𝐝𝑖 )) + λ∑𝑗 |𝛽𝑗 |.

(14)

The δ-machine approach will be used five times. Each time we fit the
model by using one of the distance measures (dEUCLID, dDTW, dLBKeogh, dCCOR,
dCORT).

In the next Chapter I will explain explicitly the method which we used
when fitting the classification model five times, as well as when evaluating
the classification performance.
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Method
3.1 Simulation
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the δ machine approach for time
series data, we applied our classification method to a simulated data set.
The Simulation data set follows the empirical data distribution, consisting
of 250 subjects, 173 Healthy Controls and 77 Alzheimer's Disease patients,
measured at 150 time points (columns).

3.1.1 Data Generation
The Simulated data were created by firstly generating a small sample of
four Healthy Controls' signals and of four Alzheimer's patients signals.
These signals were created by using four functions for each group
respectively. Using f1(t), f2(t), f3(t) and f4(t), four BOLD signals
corresponding to HC group were generated. These functions included
scaling and shifting of function sin(t). We created them in a way to mimic
the wavy form of the real BOLD signal and to allow for cases, that
alignment of two subjects' signals in the time domain, in the outcome
variable domain, or in both domains is possible (see Section 1.5).
Functions f1(t), f2(t), f3(t) and f4(t) are:
f1(t)=1049 + sin(t-αit), where αit ~ Beta(1,1), t=1,...,150 ,
1

f2(t)=1049 + sin( 𝑢 (t- αit)), where αit ~ Beta(2,2), uit ~Unif(1,5) ,
𝑖𝑡

f3(t)=1049 + sin(t- αit), where αit ~ Normal(2,1) and
1

f4(t)=1049 + sin( 𝑢 (t- αit)), where αit ~ Normal(2,1) , uit ~ Unif(1,5) .
𝑖𝑡
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Function f1(t) is shifting each time point t in sin(t), by subtracting from
each t a random number αit. This shifting corresponds to a case as in the
top left example of Figure 1 in Section 1.
Function f2(t) is a scaling of function f1(t), and a shifting and scaling of
sin(t). Function f2(t), compared to sin(t) corresponds to the bottom right
example of Figure 1 in Section 1.
Function f3(t) is similar to f1(t), and f4(t) is similar to f2(t). Different
distributions were used, so that each time different numbers are used to
shift or scale the function's argument. For each t in case of subject i, a
different αit is sampled, whereby more variability is created in the data
and therefore we approach a more real case scenario.
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The result of the generation of the four HC signals is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Noise free signals of subjects 1, compared to 2, to 3 and to 4 in the Healthy
Controls group, generated by use of functions f1(t), f2(t), f3(t), f4(t).

The simulation of 173 HC subjects was completed by replicating 43 times
each of HC1, HC2, HC3, using each f1(t), f2(t), f3(t) and 44 times HC4, using
f4(t), and adding noise using a normal N(μ=0,σ=5).
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In order to generate four BOLD signals of AD patients functions f5(t), f6(t),
f7(t) and f8(t) were used. Those functions include as a base the increasing
function log(t). Functions f5(t), f6(t), f7(t) and f8(t) are:

f5(t)= 1047 + uit log(citt), where uit ~ Beta(1,1), cit ~ Unif(1,5) ,
f6(t)= 1047 + uit log(citt), where uit ~ Beta(2,2), cit ~ Normal(2,1) ,
f7(t)= 1047 + uit log(citt), where uit ~ Unif(2,6), cit ~ Unif(1,5) and
f8(t)= 1047 + (uit+1) log(citt), where uit ~ Unif(2,6), cit ~ Unif(1,5) .

We generated the BOLD signals of AD patients in a similar way as the one
we followed for generating the HC signals, allowing for possible
alignments of signals. The part of log(citt) has an effect on each time point
by shifting every time point, corresponding to the bottom left example of
Figure 1 (see Section 1.5). In order to then create peaks and lows in the
increasing function of log(citt), the number uit is used.
The idea behind this way of generating the AD signals was threefold :
i) mimic the BOLD signal, by including peaks and lows in the increasing line
of log(t),
ii) generate BOLD signals of AD group, so that their results are similar to
each other, yet different from those of HC group, and therefore use a
function other than sin(t), and last
iii) add variability in the data, by using numbers sampled from
distributions, when shifting or scaling the initial function.
The result of these functions which generate the four AD signals are
shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Noise free signals of subjects 1, compared to 2, to 3 and to 4 in the Alzheimer's
Disease patients group, generated by use of functions f5(t), f6(t), f7(t), f8(t).

The simulation of 77 AD subjects were completed, by replicating 19 times
each of AD1, AD2, AD3 and 21 times AD4, while using f5(t), f6(t), f7(t) and
f8(t), and adding noise using a normal N(μ=0,σ=5). The final simulated data
are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: (Left to Right) The signal of the simulated Healthy Controls (HC) and of
Alzheimer's (AD) patients. The red and green line depict the corresponding group means
and the black lines individuals' signals within each group.

As shown in Figure 12, in Alzheimer's patients group and in Healthy
Controls' group, individuals differ with respect to their DMN-BOLD signal.
This can be seen for subjects 7 and 185 in HC and AD group, respectively.
Within each group, individuals do not differ a lot. In spite of any
differences, the BOLD signal of most subjects range close to the two group
means. The two group means lie close to each other. However, mean in
the AD group is increasing.
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3.1.2 Training & Testing
The Simulated Data were splitted into a training set of 150 subjects and a
test set of 100 subjects. The δ machine classification model, as described
in section 2.3, was fitted to the training set, using all five distance
measures and the default values for the parameters that are involved in
dLBKeogh, dCORT(Euclid), dCCOR. A 10-fold cross validation was used to obtain
penalty of the Lasso. During the training process, for each of the different
distance measures, the same folds were used within the cross validation.
We then classified the subjects in the test set using the fitted model
parameters.

3.1.3 Assessing the Predictive Accuracy
In order to assess the predictive accuracy we used sensitivity, specificity
positive predicted value (PPV), negative predicted value (NPV) and AUC.
All subjects with a continuous probability larger than or equal to 0.5 were
classified as AD patients, and all with a continuous probability smaller than
0.5 as healthy. With these predicted classes we obtain the following table.
Predicted AD
Predicted HC

True AD
A
C
TTRUE AD

True HC
B
D
TTRUE HC

T=Total
Tpred AD
Tpred HC
T=100

Table 1 : 2x2 table : Sensitivity, Specificity, NPV and PPV

Sensitivity, specificity, NPV and PPV are defined as

Sensitivity =

𝐴

𝐴+𝐶

, Specificity =

𝐷

𝐷+𝐵

, NPV =

𝐷

𝐷+𝐶

and PPV =

𝐴

𝐴+𝐵

.

The Area under the curve (AUC) relates to the Receiver Operating Curve
(ROC). ROC is a common way to visualize the performance of a classifier
on how well it separates two classes, HC and AD.
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Higher values of AUC corresponds to better predictions. A value of 0.5
corresponds to random guessing. Moreover, in contrast to the other
measures, AUC is insensitive to class distribution changes.
Because of the randomness in partitioning the data in a training and a test
set, this process was repeated 20 times. We performed twenty simulations
only in case of dEUCLID, dDTW, dLBKeogh, since for the measures dCORT(DTW),
dCORT(DTW) and dCCOR the Lasso did not converge. Averages of the results of
the prediction accuracy measures (sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV and
AUC) were used to assess the performance of the δ machine with these
different distance measures.
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3.2 Real Data
3.2.1 The DMN data.
In [19, 20], the researchers studied the whole brain by using data from
structural MRI, functional MRI and DTI. We instead used a very small part
of those data, focusing our study only on the DMN network of the brain
and using only the related fMRI information. The DMN data set includes
univariate time series of DMN-BOLD signals, the BOLD signals of 250
subjects (rows), measured at 150 time points (columns). Within the 250
subjects, 173 are Alzheimer's patients and 77 are Healthy controls. These
signals of the 173 Healthy controls and of the 77 Alzheimer's patients are
shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. (Left to Right) The DMN activity of Healthy Controls (HC) and of Alzheimer's
(AD) patients. The red and green lines depict the corresponding group means and the
black lines individuals' signals within each group.

As shown in Figure 13, in both Alzheimer's patients group and in Healthy
Controls' group, individuals differ with respect to their DMN-BOLD signal.
This can be seen for subjects 7 and 173 in HC group. Likewise, the signals
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of subjects 174 and 250 in AD, are not similar to each other. In spite of the
individuals' differences, the BOLD signal of most subjects range close to
the two group means. The two group means lie very close to each other.
We calculate the distance of each DMN-BOLD signal towards all the rest.
These distances between the univariate DMN BOLD series is the input of
the δ machine classification approach.

3.2.2 Training process & Parameter Optimization
Like in the simulation data, we splitted the data into a training set and a
test set of size 150 and 100, respectively. We ensured that the distribution
of AD and of HC in the training set and in the test set is the same. We fit
the δ machine to the training set, using all five dissimilarity measures.
Double cross validation was yet used in this case to choose, apart from the
optimum shrinkage value of lambda in lasso, an optimum parameter value
of the parameters involved in the distance measures dLBKeogh, dCORT and
dCCOR, respectively. These parameters are shown in Table 2.

distance Measure
Parameter value
Default value
Values fitted
dLBKeogh
window.size
11
1,3,5,...,149
dCORT(Euclid)
k in φk[CORT(QT,RT)]
k=2
0,...,90
dCCOR
Maximum lag τ
min((Q),(R)) -1
1,..., 149
Table 2 : Optimizing Parameters in dLBKeogh, dCORT and dCCOR.

Parameter value window.size: As mentioned in section 2.1, LBKeogh
restricts the steps of the warping path to a window of width equal to the
selected window.size.

We consider eleven as the default value of

window.size.
Parameter value k: When using the CORT distance function with the
Euclidean delta method (Formula 11), there is an option of using other
than the default value of k (= 2) in the adaptive tuning function (formula
12).
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Parameter value lag τ: Similarly, when using dCCOR it is possible to choose
other than the default value for the maximum lag involved in the distance
function (Formula 9).
Following the parameter optimization, we classify subjects in the test set
using the fitted model parameters.

3.2.3 Assessing the predictive accuracy
As in the simulation data, we used sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV and
AUC to assess the performance of the δ machine on the real data. No
simulations for training and testing process were used in case of the real
data. We derived once Table 1 as shown in earlier section 3.1.3 to
compute sensitivity, specificity, NPV and PPV. We calculated AUC using the
roc curve and the R packages caret. Using AUC, we can observe the
average value of sensitivity for all possible values of specificity and the
average value of specificity for all possible values of sensitivity [37].
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Results

4.1 Results on the Simulated Data
4.1.1 Results of one simulation
Sensitivity

Specificity NPV

PPV

AUC

dEUCLID

0.367

1

0.786

1

0.683

dDTW

0.967

0.986

1

1

0.983

dLBKeogh

1

1

1

1

1

dCORT(DTW)

0

1

0.7

0

-

dCORT(Euclid)

0

1

0.7

0

-

dCCOR

0

1

0.7

0

-

Table 3 : Predicting accuracy results of the δ machine model on the simulated test data

The results in Table 3 show that when we use dEUCLID in the δ machine, it
only predicts eleven out of the thirty as AD patients (sensitivity=0.367),
whereas it predicts seventy out of seventy as HC. Still, from those
predicted by the model as healthy, 78% belong in fact to HC group (NPV=
0.786). When we use dDTW, the model separates well AD and HC group
(AUC=0.983), predicting almost all healthy as healthy (specificity=0.986,
NPV=1) and almost all patients as having the AD (sensitivity=0.967,
PPV=1). With the distance measure dLBKeogh, the δ machine accurately
predicts all AD patients as having AD and all actually healthy as healthy.
Finally, when using either of dCORT(DTW), dCORT(Euclid) and dCCOR as input, the δ
machine classifies all subjects to the bigger group (HC) and is not able to
predict any subject as AD patient.
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4.1.2 Results from twenty simulations
Sensitivity

Specificity

NPV

PPV

AUC

dEUCLID

0.590

1

0.856

1

0.795

dDTW

0.788

1

0.921

1

0.894

dLBKeogh

0.982

1

0.992

1

0.991

Table 4 : Average predicting accuracy results of the δ machine model on the simulated
test data

As seen from the results of twenty simulations in Table 4, the average
results of specificity and NPV, show that the δ machine model almost
accurately predicts HC in the simulated test data when using either of
dEUCLID, dDTW and dLBKeogh. When using dEUCLID, the average NPV result is
lower than when using dDTW and dLBKeogh. Out of the seventy subjects
whom the model predicts as healthy, on average sixty were actually
healthy (NPV=0.856). With respect to the AD group, the model predicts
on average a bit more than half of the actual AD patients as AD
(Sensitivity=0.590). In contrast to the low result of average sensitivity
when using dEUCLID, the model predicts more subjects of the AD group
when using dDTW (sensitivity=0.788, PPV=1). Especially when using dLBKeogh
in the δ machine, almost all actual AD patients in the simulated test data
are predicted as AD (sensitivity=0.982,PPV=1). Finally, results of AUC show
that the δ machine with dEUCLID, can distinguish well between the two
groups of AD patients and of HC. However, the model becomes better
with either dDTW or dLBKeogh (AUC=0.894 and AUC=0.991, respectively).
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4.2 Results of the δ machine approach - Real Data
4.2.1 Results of the δ machine approach-Default parameters
Sensitivity

Specificity NPV

PPV

AUC

dEUCLID

0

1

0.7

0

-

dDTW

0

1

0.7

0

-

dLBKeogh

1

0

1

0.3

-

dCORT(DTW)

0

1

0.7

0

-

dCORT(Euclid)

0

1

0.7

0

-

dCCOR

0.833

0.171

0.706

0.301

0.529

Table 5 : Predicting accuracy results of the δ machine model on the real DMN test data

When we use either of the dEUCLID, dDTW, dCORT(DTW), dCORT(Euclid), the Lasso
sets all coefficients to zero in the training set. The results in Table 5 reflect
the situation of a model including only an intercept. The fact that all
coefficients are set to zero suggests, that the distances are not recognized
as important when classifying subjects as AD patients or HC.
In contrast to earlier cases, when we train the δ machine model and use
the distance measure dLBKeogh , the lasso does not set all coefficients to
zero. However, the δ machine model cannot find the two classes and
predicts falsely every subject in the test set as an AD patient.
Finally, when we use dCCOR, the model predicts 25 out of the 30 AD
patients. However, the specificity is only 0.17. The low AUC value (0.529)
indicates that the model just performs better than random guessing.
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4.2.2 Results of the δ machine approach-Optimized parameters
Sensitivity

Specificity NPV

PPV

AUC

dLBKeogh

1

0.057

1

0.312

0.528

dCORT(DTW)

0

1

0.7

0

-

dCORT(Euclid)

0

1

0.7

0

-

dCCOR

1

0.228

1

0.357

0.614

Table 6 : Predicting accuracy results of the δ machine model on the real DMN test data
using optimized parameters.

Even when we use double cross validation to find optimal distance
functions' parameters, Lasso still sets all coefficients to zero. The distances
given by inputting dCORT(DTW)/dCORT(Euclid), are not considered important
predictors to be included in the fitted model.
When using dCCOR, the classification model results in a high sensitivity
value (1). Still, from those that were predicted as AD patients only 35%
actually have Alzheimer's Disease (PPV=0.357). The model gives low
specificity value (0.228). It predicts approximately 15 out of the 70 HC on
the test data. Using dCCOR, the AUC value is increased by almost 0.1 (0.614),
indicating slightly better results than the results of the model with dCCOR
shown in Table 5. Nevertheless, taking into account that value of AUC is
still low, we consider that the model cannot separate the two classes (AD
and HC). Concerning dLBKeogh, the results of sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV
and AUC correspond to results of random guessing (AUC=0.52). Only a few
subjects of the actual HC are identified as healthy. Almost all subjects out
of 30 AD are recognized to have Alzheimer's Disease (sensitivity=1). Yet,
from those classified by the model as AD, only 31.2% actually belong to AD
group (PPV=0.312).
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Discussion

5.1 Review of the Study Aims
In this thesis, we aimed to test the performance of the δ machine model
when classifying subjects as Alzheimer's Disease patients or healthy
controls, based on their DMN BOLD signals. Evidence, provided from
scientific work [17-20], which has shown a relation between disruptions in
the DMN and brain diseases, prompted us to inspect subjects' DMN BOLD
signals. Our goal was to look at the DMN in isolation. More specifically, we
examined the distances between the DMN BOLD signals, and use these
distances as input in the δ machine model, in order to classify subjects as
AD patients or healthy. Furthermore, when assessing these distances, we
chose to examine the performance of the model by testing five different
distance measures, namely, dEUCLID, dDTW, dLBKeogh, dCORT and dCCOR. The
measures dDTW, dLBKeogh have been widely used before in scientific studies
of time series data [23]. The reason is, that DTW is claimed to be a stretch
insensitive measure, allowing for deformation of the time series, while
bringing them as close as possible [34]. We found this asset of dDTW,
dLBKeogh encouraging to use them in the δ machine model and to trust that
they will reflect the real proximity between the subjects' BOLD signals in
spite of possible distortion of signals in time.

5.2 Discussion of the results of the δ machine
Considering that the DMN data are time series data, we expected that
elastic measures such as dDTW, dLBKeogh would empower the performance of
the δ machine classification model, when compared to measures such as
dEUCLID. In spite of our raised expectations, the performance of the δ
machine model on the DMN real data, was not as we expected, when
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using either of the five distance measures. The δ machine model was not
able to predict both classes. When dDTW, dCORT and dEUCLID. were used as
input in the training process, the lasso in the cross validation sets all
coefficients to zero. As a result, the distances are not recognized to be
important predictors in order to identify two separate classes (AD and HC).
When using dCCOR as input instead, not all coefficients were set to zero
during training the model. The final results of sensitivity and PPV when
testing the model were good. Still, values of specificity and NPV were quite
low. Regarding the AUC, which is more robust to the size of the bigger
class, results are similar to those of a random guessing (AUC=0.52).
Consequently, we cannot draw the conclusion that the δ machine model
using dCCOR can sufficiently predict both AD and HC group either. Lastly,
when using dLBKeogh with the considered default window size (eleven), the δ
machine model mistakenly recognizes everyone as an AD patient and does
not classify any subject as healthy.
Calculating optimum values for the parameters involved in the distance
measures (section 3.2.2) and retesting the model, showed no significant
improvement of the model's performance on classifying the real DMN
data. The DMN seems to be a more complex network than what we
expected and examining the differences between DMN BOLD signals might
not be as simple. The use of the δ machine as a classifier would need
further research on the choices that are related to the elastic distance
measures which we used.
The results of the model on the real data motivated us to test the model's
performance on the simulated data. In contrast to the results of the δ
machine on the real data, the results of the classifying model on the
simulated data showed that the use of elastic measures such as dDTW,
dLBKeogh can indeed advance the δ machine's classification performance.
The model perfectly separates the two classes (AD and HC), when dLBKeogh
with the considered default width (eleven) is used. This is not the case
when dEUCLID is used, a fact which lies in line with our initial belief that an
elastic measure as dDTW results in more accurate predictions than a linear
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measure does (dEUCLID). Taking into account the average results of the
predicting accuracy measures in table 4, we see that the performance of
the δ machine model on this simulated test data improves a lot when d DTW
is used and even more when dLBKeogh is used.

5.3 Suggestions for Further Research
Before concluding that the δ machine model poorly classifies subjects in
the DMN data, there are a few aspects to be considered, which could
affect the performance of the classification model.
First, there are much more choices of distance measures, listed and
explained in R package TSdist [27], which could be investigated and used
as input in the δ machine model.
Second, the scientific research on the Dynamic Time Warping and its
extensions is wide, providing great potentials for classifying time series
data. By default, "DTW function computes a global alignment, with no
windowing, a symmetric local continuity constraint and the Euclidean local
distance" [34]. We followed this default approach when using dDTW from
the TSdist package, to derive the distance matrix D(NxN) (Section 2.1). In
future research other options can be studied regarding the use of dDTW
[see 27, 28, 34, 38 - 40], such as:
a) Using other than the symmetric step pattern, such as "asymmetric",
allowing for different step moves in the window.
b) Using other than the Euclidean distance method, to derive the local
distance matrix (Δ(TxT) in Section 2.1)
c) Use other than the Sakoe-Chiba band [40], such as the Itakura
parallelogram (Figure 9 in Section 2.2.3) as input for the window type in
dtw function.
d) Perform open ended alignments using open.end, open.begin option.
Moreover, with respect to windowing, different value of window size
would give different alignments of the time series. Therefore, different
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derived distances between the BOLD signals would construct the D matrix.
The subsequently used as a predictor matrix D would affect accordingly
the final results of the δ machine model on the DMN test data. We tried
two window size choices in dLBKeogh, eleven (considered as default) and the
obtained from a double cross validation (as per section 3.2.2) optimal
value. In future work, a researcher could investigate the performance of
the model, while using different values of widths. How the selected
width/window size affects the accuracy of the predictions has already
been studied by Ratanamahatana and Keogh [39]. The researchers defined
their own Ratanamahatana-Keogh Bands (R-K bands) to learn arbitrary
constraints of the warping path in DTW and aimed at improving the
predictive accuracy. In order to employ comparisons, they tried a SakoeChiba band with window size values ranging from 1 to 100. By using 1nearest-neighbour with "leave-one-out" on three experimental data sets,
they showed that accuracy reaches peaks for smaller window size.
Finally, simulated data could be generated otherwise. Moreover, a larger
number of simulations could be used to assure even more that accurate
values of the average sensitivity, specificity, NPV and PPV and AUC did not
occur at random. We repeated the training and testing process for 20
simulations in case of dEUCLID and dDTW and dLBKeogh due to the limit of
computational time. When comparing 10 to 20 simulations, the average
results of sensitivity, specificity, NPV and PPV and AUC remained quite
stable.
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